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~Two fantasy romance tales by bestselling and award winning authors Jeffe Kennedy and Grace

Draven~***The Crown of the Queen: a novella of the Twelve Kingdoms by Jeffe KennedyIt's been a

lifetime since librarian Dafne Mailloux saw the coronation of the tyrant who destroyed her family.

She did her part to pull him off the High Throne. But his daughter, the would-be Queen, and her

sisters must still tame their conquest. If her victory is to last, Dafne must forge peace with the subtle,

ruthless methods of a diplomat--and the worst memories of her life...***The Undying King by Grace

DravenThe stories are told in whispers, even after so long: of a man whose fair rule soured when he

attained eternal youth. Imprisoned by a sorceress wife in a city out of time and place, he has passed

into legend. Few believe in him, and fewer would set their hopes on his mercy. But Imogen has no

choice. To break the curse that's isolated her since birth, she'll find the Undying King--and answer

his secrets with her own...^^Author Note: The Undying King is intended for more mature audiences

and contains graphic descriptions of physical intimacy.
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The Undying King - Grace Draven crafts an unlikely but exceptional love story between a King that

cannot die and an angel of Death. They are pariahs or worse to everyone but each other in this

latest story â€œThe Undying Kingâ€•, a story filled with emotion and regret that will have you

enthralled right to the end.As usual with her stories there are stories within stories in this one, things

that seem clear become muddied as more truth is revealed in this tale. The romance is pure 5 Star.I

have to point out that while I always enjoy the romantic parts of such stories I am never really happy

when odious characters get to walk away with no judgement or punishment (being a confirmed

"revenge junkie" I am not unbiased)Other than my thirst for justice (revenge) not being quenched, I

did love this story. Maybe she will kill a certainevil scum in another book :)The Crown of the Queen -

Well stories like this make it hard for a reviewer to rate.What we have here is an excellent story that

bridges the gap between the last of the The Twelve Kingdoms (3 Book Series) (almost as an

epilogue) and setting the groundwork for The Pages of the Mind (The Uncharted Realms) of the

new Uncharted Realms follow-on series.Basically this is mostly a combination of setting up the

scenario for the new series and putting finishing touches on the Twelve Kingdoms with the

coronation of High Queen Ursula.

~Two fantasy romance tales by bestselling and award winning authors Jeffe Kennedy and Grace

Draven~Beware of this false advertising. Only the story by Grace Draven is fantasy romance. The

other has already established couples from a series and no romance for the POV character other

than wistful dancing.The bad ugly duckling of this duo is a story by Jeffe Kennedy which is basically

an epilogue of non-events that happen after a lot of major stuff in the Twelve Kingdoms series. As

such, if you read this story and haven't read yet read the Twelve Kingdoms, it's going to be a huge

spoiler if you ever planned on reading the series. You will know who lived and who died and how the

story ended in a huge major event. Also, as nothing happens in this story at all (NO ROMANCE, NO

ACTION), it's incredibly boring to read about characters that this story puts no effort into getting the

unfamiliar reader hooked on them. I think only fans of the Kingdoms series would find this at all

interesting. To be quite honest, if I had read the series I'd still find this story boring because

NOTHING HAPPENS. Worse, since this was advertised (falsely) as fantasy romance, I was

expecting romance and never got it which did that whole expecting a flavor and getting a different

one to really sour me on the story.And if that's not bad enough, this story was paired with Grace

Draven's tale which is like pairing Spam with Filet Mignon. It makes this story look really bad in

comparison.
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